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NOT COOL
Bottom Line:
Jesus made a way
into community,
where no one
has to be an outcast
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MARK 5:25-34
A woman in the crowd had suﬀered for
twelve years with constant bleeding.
26She had suﬀered a great deal from
many doctors, and over the years she
had spent everything she had to pay
them, but she had gotten no better. In
fact, she had gotten worse.

MARK 5:25-34
She had heard about Jesus, so she
came up behind him through the crowd
and touched his robe. 28 For she thought
to herself, “If I can just touch his robe, I
will be healed.” 29 Immediately the
bleeding stopped, and she could feel in
her body that she had been healed of her
terrible condition.
27
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MARK 5:25-34
30 Jesus

realized at once that healing
power had gone out from him, so he
turned around in the crowd and asked,
“Who touched my robe?” 31 His disciples
said to him, “Look at this crowd pressing
around you. How can you ask, ‘Who
touched me?’” 32 But he kept on looking
around to see who had done it.

MARK 5:25-34
Then the frightened woman, trembling
at the realization of what had happened
to her, came and fell to her knees in front
of him and told him what she had done.
34 And he said to her, “Daughter, your
faith has made you well. Go in peace.
Your suﬀering is over.” (NLT)
33
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BEING SENT
Israelites in Exodus:
• Passed through water (the Red Sea)
• Spent 40 days in the desert
• Needed to depend on God instead of
depending on Pharaoh
• Hungry & complained
• Tested God

NOT COOL

Alone, out of
resources & scared,
The woman wanted to be in
proximity to Jesus
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NOT COOL

Proximity did not make her
whole, but without it, she
would not have been healed
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NOT COOL

Outcast, strong but unable to
change & fearful,
Jesus came into proximity and
engaged the possessed man

NOT COOL

In all 3 stories in Mark 5,
proximity is a key component
of moving from outcast to
being in community.
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NOT COOL

Engaging those you’re in
proximity with, is critical to
becoming a community.

NOT COOL

Jesus became unclean and
outcast, so they could be
cleansed and included.
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NOT COOL

You don’t have to be cool to be
in the family of God.
Come into proximity and
engage Jesus and His Bride!
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